WE A RE THE

W H O FO L LOW IN T HE

FOOTSTEPS OF G I A NTS,
T HROU G H E NC HA NTE D
FORE STS W HER E FA I RIES
TA KE FL I G HT…
…Enchanted by the magical myths that are
forever woven in the fabric of our folklore,
uncovering hidden treasure in the depths of
our glens, spellbound by the Wizards of Mann.
As a Believer you are unwavering in your beliefs of all
things magical, mythical and enchanted, with a deep
connection to nature. Fascinated by a mystical world
in parallel to ours, you can’t help but feel awe and
inspiration as you reflect on the wonders around us.
Naturally, you feel drawn to explore and experience
the woodlands, coast, or flowing streams and take
joy in everyday simple pleasures and appreciating
the blessings around you. Often guided to venture to
unknown lands, to you it’s a calling which resonates
in a place which cannot be placed, a merry passion
you follow willingly. You will revel in the whispers of
the Island’s famous fables and Manx myths, where
folklore and superstition lay the foundations of
our captivating story. Delve deep into the mystical
folklore of the land—the enchanting stories of fairies,
giants, wizards and witches, and of course the very
origins of how the Island came to be...

MUST SEE & D O
Statue of Fenella, Meayll Hill, Fairy Bridge,
Spooyt Vane, Cregneash, Ballaglasss Glen
Wizard Trail, Balladoole, Summer Hill Glen,
St Trinian’s Church, Dhoon Glen.

STRENGTHS
Spirited Hopeful Superstitious Curious
Imaginative Tolerant Playful

TRAVEL PARTNER
EXPLORERS: As you recognise the law of
abundance, you have an open mind and embrace
the world around you. It’s important for you to
find a friend who enjoys uncovering the secrets
of the land and delving deep into the culture and
folklore that guides it’s Islanders—this you will
find in an Explorer.

